We propose a new model for zooming digital image. This model, driven hy a partial dill'ercntial equation, pcrforms a balance between a linear zoom on homogcnous zones and an anisotropic diffusion based zoom nearcdges. This allows to combine advantages on linear zoom models and of some non linear ones while leaving out their drawbacks.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, an ideal image is a real function f defined over the plane. That is, we ignore boundary effects and round-off errors. We also consider only one channel -(in practice we will treat the red, blue and green channels separately). A digital zoom (or just "zoom" in this paper) is a transformation which takes a discrete image w at some precision Sz x by and produce a discrete image w which is an appmximation to the discretization of the (ideal) image f at some better precision 62' x Sy'. That is, w = C(Bz,.By.').F where F is tentative reconstruction of f using only U.
Thediscrctizationof f at resolution

Linear Zoom
A linear zoom is one where this reconstruction is linear and translation-invariant. Linear zooms are by far the most used and studied zooms due to their simplicity and efficiency.
For Linear zooms, F has the form: To some (rough) extends, all these zooms differs from a choice of function p and as consequence of some "sharpness" consideration.
In [ l l ] , il has been considered the preservation of one dimensional structure. It can he easily seen, that the only linear zoom that fully performs such preservation is the zeropadding [15] . The zero-padding zoom introduces on another side some ringing effects along boundaries due to the cut-off in frequencies (high frequencies are set to 0). All others linear zooms introduce non zero values in high frequencies following a periodicity pattern (see e.g. figure 2 ).
Linearly Invertible (linear or non linear) Zoom
When discussing non-linear techniques for zooming images, the field of possible of non linear zooms is obviously bigger than the linear one. However, an interesting restriction has been introduced in [9] . The authors propose to only consider non linear zoom whose inverse operation (zoom out to the original image) can be written as a linear zoom. With such an assumption the zoom operator should satisfy a similar expression than equation I , but an expression which is open to a little more flexibility. Given an image 'U and a choice of inverse zoom function S. the set of image satisfying the equation 2 is a linear subspace. In the following we will call it W",s.
Among several examples, let us discuss two of such zoom: Using Bayesian appmach Schultz et Stevenson [I41 have proposed to choose as ' 11 the function that minimizes the following energy:
under the constraint given hy equation 2. D%(i/k, v k ) i , i is a finite difference approximation of the seconde derivatives computed in one of the four directions, p(z) is equal to g;2 for I:cI < T and extended linearly beyond 1x1 = T such that p is smooth and convex. An interesting property of this method lies in the threshold parameter T which is used to act difftrently on smooth regions and on non-smooth regions. However, due to the second derivative term within the energy, it is difficult to draw properties of the model.
In addition, thc energy is quite difficult to minimize due to instabilities of the PDE derived from the gradient descent.
In a quite similar idea, Guichard er al. [9] proposed to choose among W,,,s the image that has the smallest total variation: E ( u ) = IDuI. Solutions ofthe problem are not unique. However, the authors show that all solutions can he deduced from each others by some specific transformations. So that minimization can be performed easily by a gradient descent from any linearly zoomed version of the original image to one of the solutions. This zoom shares advantages and disadvantages of the total variation minimization: as total variation, it allows discontinuities and therefore strong sharpness and it preserves one dimensional s t " m s , but it over-smoothes homogeneous regions. To summarize, these two methods consist in minimizing an energy under the constraint 2. That is, choosing among possible images Wv,s, the image that has the smallest energy. As consequence, choosing a zoom method boils down with such approach to the choice of a good energy -which is somehow one of the main issue of variational-based image processing.
A NEW ZOOM METHOD
Somehow we wish to choose, among the linearly invertible zoom, one that benefits the advantages of all the preceding methods. A good zoom should be as good as linear ones on homogeneous region and as good as e.g. Total variation based zoom on edges. 
Our model
Let 'U be the imagc lo expand and 'uu he an initial reconstruction of 'U. We have U = Cdr.dl/.uO and we will discuss later a specific choice of reconstruction.
We denote by P the orthogonal projection on to thc space W,,s. The zoomed ((1 x rl times) version of U is the imagc w = C~l -/~.~y /~. u ( -, T ) .
whcrc u,(.,T) is the solution at scale T (T fixed later) of the following equation: 
Major Properties of our Model
Behavior of the PDE is driven by the function g.
On homogeneous zones of U , g will have values near 1. In that case, the two first tetms of the PDE will combined into the laplacian of U , yielding an isotropic linear diffusion.
Since the projection term is a linear tetm. The equation 
Choice ofdiflusiusion rime
Choice of the diffusion time T is linked to the zooming factor d. We wish to smooth evolving image U until details that are too small to exist in the original image v disappear.
As we have seen, on homogenous zones the PDE behaves as the heat equation whose solution is the convolution by a gaussian kernel. Evolving an image uo with the at scale t heat equation is equivalent to compute the convolution with a gaussian kernel whose mean deviation is a. So that, for a zoom of factor d, we wish to set this mean deviation to &d (diagonal of an initial pixel expressed in unit of pixels of the zoom image). This simply yields T = d2.
Fig. 2.
Illustration of modulus of spectra of the imagcs in figure   I . We clearly see, for the two lincnr zmms a duplication or a amplitude falloff for high frequencies. TV based zoom perfoms an extrapolation preserving main directions. Our model performs this even further.
Discretization of the PDE
To discretize the PDE, we do not Stan with uo defined all over the plan, hut with a discrete uo having resolution of the zoomcd image. Our scheme is the following : We begin with an image uo satisfying Puo = uo, e.g. the interpolation with duplication (of factor d). We then iterate with the explicit scheme :
~P(U" -U&;.
Where D'u"(E,E);~ and D2un(q,q)<; are computed with Figure I illustrates different magnifications of factor 4 of part of the famous Lenna image. With the zoom by duplication, quantization effects appear in the homogenous areas and "stair-case" effects are visible. The cubic B-spline interpolation smoothes the expended image and edges. The zoom based on totdl variation leaves edges sharp hut the homogenous areas tends to become piecewise constants. Our model clearly avoids all of these drawbacks. In Figure 2 we display the modulus of images spectra of figure I . Remark how well, compare to others, the frequency spectrum is well extrapolated by our model. At last, Figure 3 , we compare our model and h-spline interpolation on a textured image. 
EXPERIMENTS
CONCLUSION
We have introduced a zooming whose inverse is linear and that benefits advantages of linear zooms on homogenous areas, and of total variation zooms on image edges. We observe experimentally that our method -preserves one dimensional structures (and therefore avoid stair-case effect), -outperiorms linear zooms as well as total variation based zoom in term of Fourier spectrum extrapolation, -compares advantageously with classic zooms.
